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1.Native Americans-A listing of a few of the numerous products, medications, tools, devices 
that were created or modified by Native Americans and how they enrich our lives even today 
is detailed on this PSA.    2. Working Dogs- This PSA clarifies how dogs, even our household 
pets find ways to work for their dog families and help humankind with his needs is described 
by Zoo Director Jack Hanna. 3.. Vet Tix-Just a simple way you can provide the means of serving 
a military veteran is through donation of your unused tickets to sporting, musical, etc. events. 
Your contribution of these unused passes can provide entertainment for veterans and their 
families. 4. Not On My Watch-Cancer of the ovaries remains a deadly and recurrent disease 
which is so frequently not diagnosed in time due to simple, non- severe symptoms presented. 
Letting your health care provider know of symptomology that may be minor but could be 
problematic in diagnosing this deadly cancer is the best way to be treated early and perhaps 
save your life. 5. Fishing-follow the law and buy a fishing license. It not only provides funds for 
keeping the waterways clean and safe but it provides great recreational activity for you.                                 
6. Fighting Chance-Surprisingly, another way that dogs are helpful for military veterans 
suffering from post- traumatic stress disorder is by providing quiet and supportive presence. 
The Pups for Patriots phone number is provided for those seeking help for our military 
veterans having difficulty readjusting to the return to home after battle situations.                                                  
7. Women with heart disease-the statistics of undiagnosed and thereby, untreated heart 
disease is quite high. This PSA encourages women to review their symptoms with their 
primary care physician in order to make early diagnosis and treatment effective.                       
8. Life Happens-actor Brooke Shields describes how obtaining life insurance is so beneficial for 
your children.                                                                                                                                                                      
9. Updates- Rapper/Actor  Ice T urges veterans with PTSD to seek help form the American 
Humane Society which provides support dogs to assist with the symptoms veterans in their 
readjustment to life at home after deployment in war zones.


